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Linked Lists

Today, we will look at linked lists implemented using Object-Oriented Programming. The
following is the Link class used to represent linked lists.
class Link:
empty = ()
def __init__(self, first, rest=empty):
assert rest is Link.empty or isinstance(rest, Link)
self.first = first
self.rest = rest
def __getitem__(self, i):
if i == 0:
return self.first
return self.rest[i-1]
def __len__(self):
return 1 + len(self.rest)
We can write lnk.first and lnk.rest to access the first element of the linked list and
the rest of the linked list, respectively. In addition to the constructor init , we have
the special Python methods getitem and len . Note that any method that begins
and ends with two underscores is a special Python method. Special Python methods may
be invoked using built-in functions and special notation. The built-in Python element
selection operator, as in lst[i], invokes lst. getitem (i). Likewise, the built-in
Python function len, as in len(lst), invokes lst. len ().
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Questions

1. Write a function that takes in a a linked list and returns the sum of all its elements.
You may assume all elements in lnk are integers.
def sum_nums(lnk):
"""
>>> a = Link(1, Link(6, Link(7)))
>>> sum_nums(a)
14
"""
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2. Write a iterative function is palindrome that takes a LinkedList, lnk, and returns
True if lnk is a palindrome and False otherwise. You can assume you have access
to a reverse function that takes a linked list as input and returns a reversed version
of the original linked list.
def is_palindrome(lnk):
"""
>>> one_link = Link(1)
>>> is_palindrome(one_link)
True
>>> lnk = Link(1, Link(2, Link(3, Link(2, Link(1)))))
>>> is_palindrome(lnk)
True
>>> is_palindrome(Link(1, Link(2, Link(3, Link(1)))))
False
"""
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3. Write a function that takes a sorted linked list of integers and mutates it so that all
duplicates are removed.
def remove_duplicates(lnk):
"""
>>> lnk = Link(1, Link(1, Link(1, Link(1, Link(5)))))
>>> remove_duplicates(lnk)
>>> lnk
Link(1, Link(5))
"""
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